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Abstract
When connecting trains may be missed due to delays, and passengers are insufficiently
flexible due to operator-tied ticketing, on-track competition may reduce effective frequency.
We analyze passengers who share Vickrey’s α − β − γ−preferences for being on time and
a price-sensitive demand, but differ in the preferred arrival time. If the probability of
missing a connection due to a delay is sufficiently high, both producer and consumer surplus in a duopoly with reduced effective frequency is smaller than in the monopoly case.
Apart from reducing unpunctuality, ensuring the transferability of tickets, and switching
to competition for the market, may constitute (regulatory) remedies.
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Introduction

Since the beginning of the 1990s, the European Commission has been attempting
to foster competition in the railway sector, in order to raise efficiency and to improve the intermodal competitiveness of rail as the most environmentally friendly
traffic mode. Accordingly, rail freight transport and international passenger rail
services are now open to competition. Opening national passenger rail services to
competition as well, as announced in the Fourth Railway Package, will complete
the liberalization process. The European Commission thereby aims at competition
for the market by means of franchising for non-profitable (usually short-distance)
services and open access with competition in the market, also called on-track competition, for commercial (usually long-distance) services (Perennes, 2017).
In some European countries, open access for long-distance passenger rail services already exists (Beria and Grimaldi, 2017). Nevertheless, on-track competition
is non-marginal in just a few of them (i.e. Italy, Austria, Czech Republic and Sweden). At this point, one could compare the regulatory frameworks in the respective
countries to determine whether open access alone can foster sufficient on-track competition. Many authors1 have their doubts.
We, however, would rather pose the question of whether in this market segment,
on-track competition is really desirable in all circumstances. In this paper, we analyze the welfare effect of on-track competition, when connecting trains may be
missed due to delays, and tickets are operator-tied. We show that, depending on
the probability of missed connections, on-track competition can be welfare-reducing.
We offer a formal model supporting the proposition formulated by Nash and Preston (1992, p. 10):“successful entry which did not totally displace the incumbent
operator would lead to [a] loss of economies of density, and may also disbenefit passengers”. This is arguably “the most potent argument for the singular provision of
train services”(Starkie, 1993, p. 53).
The German railway network and the transport services offered have some unique
features that justify the assumptions of our model. In contrast to France or Spain
(Zembri and Libourel, 2017), for example, many cities (and stations) are scattered
throughout the country and there is no central city that serves as the hub or main
destination. Furthermore, the supply of fast trains, most of which do not confirm
to the high-speed definition of 250 km/h, but are fast enough to compete with car
1
Link (2004), Nash and Preston (1992), Preston et al. (1999), Nash (2010), Nash et al. (2013),
Perennes (2017).
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and air travel up to distances of 800 km, is relatively dense. As a result, many
passengers have to change long-distance trains at one station or more.2
In a network with scarce capacity, delay is easily transmitted to subsequent
trains and often cannot be absorbed by spare tracks. Gibson et al. (2002) present
evidence that delay increases exponentially if the network approaches full capacity.
In Germany, only some tracks are used exclusively for High Speed Rail (HSR). Most
tracks are used simultaneously by slower trains, which intensifies the problem of
scarce capacity and delays. Thus, long-distance trains follow a timetable, but are
not always able to be on time,3 so that connecting trains may be missed,4 and
passengers have to make new plans. Since no seat reservation is required and tickets
are valid on the next train (even those of a higher type like ICE), they do not buy
a new ticket but merely get onto the next available train.
Currently, almost all long-distance passenger rail services are offered by Deutsche
Bahn Fernverkehr, the still state-owned train operating company (TOC). If there
were on-track competition, the next available train could be operated by a competing
TOC. Since tickets are usually only valid on trains of the issuing TOC, passengers
missing a connecting train then could not merely use the next available train (or
they would have to be willing to buy new tickets), but would have to wait for the
next train of the TOC they chose at the beginning of their journey. Thus, passengers
would suffer from a reduced “effective frequency” (Nash et al., 2013, p. 192) and
thus higher schedule delay costs.
In order to analyze this aspect of on-track competition from the perspective of
welfare economics, in our model of a duopoly market for long-distance passenger
rail services, we assume that the combined schedule of individual TOC ones yields
an interlaced structure of departure times, i.e. a departure of one TOC is followed
by a departure of the other one. This is the equilibrium outcome in the van Reeven
(2006) horizontal product differentiation model with two dimensions (i.e. departure
time and service quality). For the sake of simplicity, we abstain from service quality
differentiation. In this case, unregulated timetable competition results in unstable
service patterns, because of the lack of a pure strategy equilibrium (van Reeven and
Janssen, 2006). However, van der Weijde et al. (2014) show in a Hotelling model
2

Deutsche Bahn Fernverkehr reports for 2017 that 14.5% of their passengers used two, and 1%
three or more long-distance trains on their journey, so they had to change long-distance trains at
least once.
3
Deutsche Bahn Fernverkehr reports for 2017 that only 78.5% of long-distance trains were on
time, defined as less than 6 minutes late at each regular station including the final destination.
4
Deutsche Bahn Fernverkehr reports for 2017 that 13.8 % of booked transfers with a scheduled
transfer time less than 30 minutes were missed.
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with price-sensitive demand and asymmetric distance costs, departure times are
scheduled closer together than optimal and should be of interest to regulators. Our
assumption of interlacing, equidistant departure times is the welfare-maximizing
regulation (Broman and Eliasson, 2017).
Furthermore, on-track competition may result in higher or lower frequencies
of TOCs and therefore may or may not reduce passengers’ schedule delay costs.
We assume overall frequency to be the same as in the monopoly by symmetrically
allocating the tracks to both TOCs in the duopoly.5 The constant overall frequency
assumption is reasonable, if tracks are operating at full capacity. So is the symmetry
assumption, since comparable supply is considered to be a long-term sustainable
form of on-track competition (Beria and Grimaldi, 2017). This is especially true,
if TOCs offer connecting trains and passengers anticipate the problem of missed
connections. Apart from departure times, frequency and service quality, TOCs can
compete on fares, speed, stops and other characteristics (Tomeš et al., 2016). For
simplicity, we concentrate on fares only.
According to Johnson and Nash (2012), on-track competition, on the one hand,
entails a loss of economies of density, which leads to higher costs for the competing
TOCs. On the other hand, competitive pressure makes them work more efficiently.
Because the overall effect on cost is ambiguous (Friebel et al., 2010) we assume
that the TOCs’ costs remain unchanged, compared to the monopoly case. Among
others, Johnson and Nash (2012) further stress that on-track competition has to
increase demand in order to be welfare-enhancing. To allow for the possibility of
an increased demand for train travel, we assume this demand to be elastic. Thus,
passengers anticipating the possibility of missed connections, demand significantly
more train tickets if on-track competition lowers the full price of traveling by train,
which consists of the fare and schedule delay costs.
Our paper is related to the literature on on-track competition and its effect
on overall welfare. Preston et al. (1999) analyze several scenarios of duopolistic
on-track competition, for example, including product differentiation. They present
simulation results for the games they consider and conclude that on-track competition usually cannot benefit passengers more than it harms producers, and therefore
reduces overall welfare. Although Preston et al. (1999) recommend introducing in5

Bergantino et al. (2015), however, show that in Italy, on-track competition resulted in a substantial increase in (overall) frequency. The Italian market differs from the German market, especially regarding the share of passengers who have to change trains (crucial assumption of our
model), and the reduction of access charges in 2014 that helped to finance the increased frequency
(Desmaris and Croccolo, 2018).
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terchangeable tickets, they do not consider connecting trains that may be missed,
in the context of which non-interchangeable tickets are more of a problem.
Alvarez-SanJaime et al. (2015) analyze on-track competition between two TOCs
on a HSR line and a competing air transport service operator with private and/or
public operators and endogenous service frequency. Private operators are assumed
to maximize profits, whereas a public operator maximizes social welfare subject
to a break-even constraint. Simulation results show that the entry of a private
TOC increases welfare only if it entails very large increases in rail-traffic demand.
Alvarez-SanJaime et al. (2015) stress that such welfare gains are substantially larger
if the incumbent TOC is not privatized, but remains public. Alvarez-SanJaime et al.
(2016) focus on the vertical structure and endogenous access charges when analyzing
the introduction of competition on HSR lines. They find that on-track competition
generates larger welfare gains if infrastructure and rail operations are vertically
integrated and if there is marginal access pricing. And again, if market entry does
not generate enough demand, it can not be welfare-enhancing at all.
Broman and Eliasson (2017) study a duopoly market for passenger rail services
and thereby assume that price competition occurs between trains with close departure times. They show that welfare increases when moving from a profit-maximizing
monopoly to competition, if regulation can prevent TOCs from purchasing the respective competitor’s access rights and restoring monopoly this way. If then TOCs
offer equally many departures, and a departure of one TOC is always followed by a
departure of the other, welfare is maximized. Thus, the number and allocation of
slots is of great importance.
Cherbonnier et al. (2018) pose the question of whether competition should be
introduced to the market for long-distance passenger rail services rather by means
of franchising than by an open access mechanism. Therefore, they compare the
outcomes of competition for the market and on-track competition, by simulating
for two relations in France, a differentiated-products oligopoly model allowing for
inter- and intra-modal competition. The results show that the effect of on-track
competition is uncertain, since it is not clear that competition can cause downward
pressure on fares similar to the tariff distortions in the monopoly case (e.g. in
the form of price-regulation or a deterrence strategy of the monopolist). But it
is possible to maintain such tariff distortions and generate efficiency gains as well,
when introducing competition for the market. This speaks in favor of organizing
competition by means of franchising.
Although most of the above-mentioned articles challenge the proposition that on5

track competition, from the perspective of welfare economics, is always desirable,
none of these authors considers operator-tied ticketing in connection with delays
and missed connections, as we do.
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The Model

In order to analyze the welfare effect of on-track competition, when connecting trains
may be missed due to delays and tickets are operator-tied, we consider passengers
who want to travel from A to C and have to change trains at B. They start planning
their travel backwards, i.e. choose trains whose expected arrival times suit them best.
Of course, fare and travel time also influence the passengers’ decision. Passengers
share α−β −γ−preferences (Vickrey, 1969) for avoiding travel time, being early and
being late, respectively. We assume γ > α > β > 0, i.e. passengers rate being late
worse than bearing additional travel time or being early (Small, 1982). Passengers
differ in their desired arrival time θ ∈ (−∞, ∞).
To avoid asymmetric situations at the beginning and end of the analyzed time
period, we only consider one time period including two trains and implicitly assume
that there is an infinite number of similar time periods. Thus, there are similar
passengers and similar track allocations in each period, so that the equilibrium
prices of the whole game constitute an infinite sequence of the equilibrium prices
in one of the periods.6 In A, as well as in B, we consider train 1 using the slot at
time t1 = 0 and train 2 using the slot at time t2 = 1/2,7 (see Figure 1), and a track
authority allocating these slots either to a monopolist (market index m) or in turns
to competing duopolists (market index d). The game we consider consists of only
one stage, in which TOCs choose fares simultaneously, given the allocated departure
times.
train 1

train 2

0

1/2

time

Figure 1: Departure times of train 1 and train 2, in A as well as in B
If trains are on time, travel time from A to B is normalized to 0, which applies
for the travel time from B to C and the transfer time at B in any event. To in6

The results are identical to a Salop (1979) circle model when assuming that train 1 can properly
serve the whole upper semi circle.
7
The index j ∈ {1, 2} then can be used for train j using the slot at time tj = (j − 1)/2.
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corporate delays, however, we assume that the train from A to B is not always on
time. There is no consensus in the empirical literature concerning the distribution
of train arrival delays. Whereas Schwanhäußer (1974) and Goverde (2005) find that
arrival-delay data for trains follows a negative exponential distribution, others use
the Weibull, gamma or lognormal distribution to model (late) train arrivals (Yuan,
2006). According to Bergström and Krüger (2013), train-delay distributions generally exhibit thick tails, i.e. there are usually many minor, and just a few substantial
delays. To simplify the analysis, it is reasonable to assume delays to be less than
1/2, so that passengers always manage to catch the next train out, if they miss a
connection due to a delay.
We can further simplify by assuming that there is a probability of a delay 0 <
ψ < 1. By additionally assuming ψ < β/(β + γ), we avoid a situation in which the
probability of a delay is so large that it would be optimal to choose the departure
time on the assumption that the train is delayed, and therefore to always choose an
earlier train. Because there is no transfer time at B every delay results in a missed
connection.8 A ticket is valid on all trains of the TOC that issued the ticket, but
not on trains of a competing TOC. This makes the monopoly situation attractive
to passengers, because they are more flexible in the event of a missed connection.
In the monopoly case, each train and therefore the train after the missed one is
operated by the monopolist, and the passengers’ tickets are valid for that train. In
the duopoly case, the next train is operated by a competitor. Because it is expensive
to buy a new ticket and forfeit the original one, we assume that passengers wait for
the next train of the TOC they chose at the beginning of their journey. This is
rational if the opportunity costs of waiting and arriving even later are less than the
price of the new ticket.
Each passenger forms expectations about the associated opportunity cost of time
when deciding on which train, i.e. for which departure time to buy a ticket. This
includes the schedule delay cost resulting from arriving earlier or later than desired,
and the opportunity cost of travel time. The opportunity cost of time depends on
the market form because in the event of a missed connection, travel time increases
from 0 to the headway hi in the respective market form i, which is hm = 1/2 and
hd = 1. Accordingly, the full price pij a passenger of type θ using train j has to
pay, is the fare fji plus the expected opportunity cost of time gji , both may differ
8

Therefore, ψ denotes the probability of a delay as well as the probability of missing a connection. Furthermore, the results do not change if we assume a transfer time t > 0 and a probability
ψ̄ with which the delay is larger than the transfer time. However, we assume that competition
does not change the transfer times.
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depending on the market form i ∈ {m, d}:
pij (θ) = fji + gji (θ).

(1)

Consequently, depending on the market form i, there is a passenger with a desired
arrival time θ̃1i , who is indifferent between buying a ticket for train 1 departing at 0
and buying a ticket for train 2 departing at 1/2:
f1i





i

i

θ̃1i



+ ψ αh + γ h −
+ (1 − ψ)β θ̃1i




= f2i + ψ αhi + γ(1/2 + hi − θ̃1i ) + (1 − ψ)γ 1/2 − θ̃1i .

(2)

Accordingly, assuming the fare for the train departing at time 1 equals f1i , a passenger in market i with a desired arrival time θ̃2i is indifferent between the train
departing at 1/2 and the train departing at 1:



f2i + ψ αhi + γ 1/2 + hi − θ̃2i
+ (1 − ψ)β(θ̃2i − 1/2)




i
i
i
i
i
= f1 + ψ αh + γ(1 + h − θ̃2 ) + (1 − ψ)γ 1 − θ̃2 .

(3)

Solving equations 2 and 3 shows that the indifferent passengers in market i prefer
times
θ̃1i =

γ + 2(f2i − f1i )
1
γ + 2(f1i − f2i )
and θ̃2i = +
.
2(1 − ψ)(β + γ)
2 2(1 − ψ)(β + γ)

(4)

Passengers with a desired arrival time θ ∈ [0, θ̃1i )∪[θ̃2i −1, 0) take train 1 departing
at 0, whereas those with a desired arrival time θ ∈ [θ̃1i , 12 ) ∪ [ 21 , θ̃2i ) take train 2
departing at 1/2 (See Figure 2).
θ
0
θ̃2i − 1
passengers
taking train 1

1

1/2
θ̃1i

θ̃2i
passengers
taking train 2

Figure 2: Indifferent passenger types θ and departure time choice
Each passenger of type θ either refrains from traveling or switches to other modes
of transport, if the full price of traveling by train pij is perceived as too high. We
assume an elastic passenger demand of dij (θ) = a − bpij (θ) with a, b > 0 (See Figure
3). Hence, a passenger’s maximum potential demand a for traveling by train from
8

A to C is the same for each type θ.
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Figure 3: Passenger type θ’s demand for the train departing at 1/2 in the monopoly
dm and the duopoly dd if the fares are the same

Due to the symmetry assumption, it would not pay the monopolist to charge a
higher fare for one of the offered departure times than for the other. This means
that at equilibrium, f1m = f2m = f m , so that the indifferent passengers are of type
θ̃1m =

γ
γ
1
1
and θ̃2m = +
= + θ̃1m .
2(1 − ψ)(β + γ)
2 2(1 − ψ)(β + γ)
2

(5)

Here, one can see the intuition behind our assumption concerning the probability of
missing a connection. Since we assume ψ < β/(β + γ), θ̃1m is between 0 and 1/2 and
θ̃2m between 1/2 and 1. Otherwise, passengers would probably have chosen earlier
trains in the first place to be on the safe side, and equations 2 and 3 and thus 4 and
5 would no longer hold.
The monopolist faces a demand for train 1 departing at 0 of
dm
1

Z

θ̃1m

a−

=

bpm
1 (θ)dθ

Z

θ̃2m −1

0

1
=
8

0

+

a − bpm
1 (θ)dθ



4a − b 2ψ(α + γ) + γ −

γ2
+ 4f m
(1 − ψ)(β + γ)



(6)

and for train 2 departing at 1/2 of
dm
2

Z

θ̃2m

=
θ̃1m

m
a − bpm
2 (θ)dθ = d1 .

(7)

At equilibrium, the demand for train 1 is equal to the demand for train 2, i.e.
m
m
dm
1 = d2 = d .

9

The cost of operating a train consists of fixed costs per train ct including track
charges, and marginal costs per passenger of c. The profit accruing to the monopolist
operating two trains is
Πm = 2(f m − c)dm − 2ct ,

(8)

which is maximized if the fares are


1 2a
γ2
γ
c
m
˜
f =
− ψ(α + γ) +
−
+ .
4 b
2(1 − ψ)(β + γ) 2
2

(9)

Let us now consider what will happen to equilibrium fares in the duopoly. Beria
and Grimaldi (2017) show that entrants can follow a strategy of cost leadership as
well as product differentiation. Without such comparative advantages, entry is only
possible if the focus is on (niche) markets which are largely unserved, where access
charges are low, or where demand is particularly high. We focus on the latter case,
where tracks are limited and the market is lucrative, and therefore assume that
the entrant bears the same costs as the (former) monopolist and that both TOCs
offer non-differentiated products, i.e. offer the same frequency and on-board service
quality. We do not analyze the phase of entry, which involves getting tracks and
(possibly) strategic behavior of the incumbent (entry deterrence), but an equilibrium
of successful entry resulting in a symmetric duopoly.
In order to compute equilibrium fares in the duopoly, the demand for train 1
operated by one of the two TOCs is
dd1

Z

θ̃1d

a−

=

bpd1 (θ)dθ

Z

0

+
θ̃2d −1

0

a − bpd1 (θ)dθ

(10)

and the demand for train 2 operated by the other TOC equals
dd2

Z

θ̃2d

=
θ̃1d

a − bpd2 (θ)dθ.

(11)

Using equation 1, which incorporates the different headways in the duopoly, and
equation 4 leads to quite complex expressions for dd1 and dd2 which are shown in the
Appendix. Payoffs for the TOCs are profits Πdj = (fjd − c)ddj − ct and the resulting
Nash equilibrium strategies are fares f˜d = f˜d = f˜d :
1

1
f˜d =
4



2

β2
β−γ
2a
− (2α + β + 3γ)ψ +
+β+
− Φ1
b
(1 − ψ)(β + γ)
1−ψ
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+

c
2

(12)

with Φ1 defined in equation 28 in the Appendix.
If trains are on time, travel time does not depend on the market type. If trains
are delayed and therefore connections are missed, in the duopoly the travel time
and the too-late arrival time is one headway hm larger. The additional cost of travel
time is αhm and the additional cost of being late is γhm , both incurred only with
the probability ψ of missing a connection. Therefore, the expected opportunity cost
of time in the duopoly is
g d (θ) = g m (θ) + ψ(α + γ)hm

(13)

and the demand of a type θ passenger in the duopoly is
dd (f ) = a−b(f +g d (θ)) = a−b(f +g m (θ)+ψ(α+γ)hm ) = dm (f )−bψ(α+γ)hm (14)
which is the monopolist’s demand shifted downwards by an amount bψ(α + γ)hm .
A hypothetical monopolist offering two trains, but applying the duopoly rule that
a ticket is not valid on the next, but only on the train after that, faces a demand
dd that is more sensitive to fare increases than the demand dm . Therefore, the
monopolist’s optimal fare f˜m is larger than that of the hypothetical monopolist,
which is larger than the optimal fares f˜d of two competing duopolists facing the
demand dd : f˜m > f˜d , i.e. on-track competition leads to lower fares. This is one of
the main arguments for fostering on-track competition.
On-track competition, however, can prolong travel times, which reduces consumer rent. The rent of type θ passengers in the market i equals
Z

i

a/b

a − b p dp.

CR (θ) =

(15)

f i +g i (θ)

Hence, the difference in these passengers’ rent between monopoly and duopoly is
described by
m

d

Z

a/b

Z

∆CR(θ) =CR (θ) − CR (θ) =

a − b p dp −
f˜m +g m (θ)

Z

a/b

f˜d +g d (θ)

a − b p dp
f˜d +g d (θ)

(16)

a − b p dp.

=
f˜m +g m (θ)

Since demand is non-negative, the consumer rent difference is positive if and only if
the full price of traveling by train from A to C is lower in the monopoly than the
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duopoly:
∆CR(θ) > 0 ⇐⇒ f˜m + g m (θ) < f˜d + g d (θ).

(17)

With g d (θ) = g m (θ) + ψ(α + γ)hm this holds if and only if
f˜m − f˜d
< hm .
ψ(α + γ)

(18)

In our model, headway in the monopoly is hm = 1/2. Therefore, we obtain
Proposition 1 Consumer rent in the monopoly is larger than in the duopoly if
f˜m − f˜d
< 1/2,
ψ(α + γ)

(19)

which holds if
ψ>

2(a + bc)
= ψ̃.
3b(α + γ)

(20)

Proof: See Appendix.
Apparently, the sign of ∆CR does not depend on θ. This implies that all passengers similarly prefer on-track competition or a monopoly.
Moreover, as the expected opportunity cost of time is smaller in the monopoly
than in the duopoly, g d > g m , a monopolist demanding the same fare f as a
duopolist, faces a larger demand at each of the offered departure times:
dm (f ) > dd (f ).

(21)

Since the market is profitable, the fares in the duopoly exceed marginal cost. Thus,
the overall profit of the monopolist charging f˜d is larger than the aggregate profit
of the duopolists:
Πm (f˜d ) > 2Πd (f˜d ).

(22)

Since f˜m maximizes the monopolist’s profit, it holds that Πm (f˜m ) > Πm (f˜d ). Therefore, overall profit in the monopoly is larger than in the duopoly:
Πm (f˜m ) > 2Πd (f˜d ),

(23)

and we can state
Proposition 2 If the consumer rent is larger in the monopoly than in the duopoly,
so too is welfare.
12

As a corollary, if the probability of missing a connection due to a delay is sufficiently high or, more precisely, exceeds a certain threshold ψ̃, a monopoly leads to
higher welfare than on-track competition in a duopoly. The question here is what
happens to this threshold if its determining factors change, such as the maximum
potential demand for traveling by train from A to C, i.e. the y-intercept of the demand curve (a), the slope of the demand curve (b), the marginal opportunity cost
of travel time (α) and the marginal opportunity cost of being late (γ). Proposition
3 provides an answer.
Proposition 3 For the threshold ψ̃ it holds
∂ ψ̃
∂ ψ̃
∂ ψ̃
∂ ψ̃
> 0,
< 0,
< 0,
< 0.
∂a
∂b
∂α
∂γ

(24)

If the price elasticity of demand decreases, the markup of the monopolist increases more than the fare of a duopolist, and the difference in fares increases.
Hence, the probability of missing a connection has to be higher for the monopoly to
generate a higher welfare level than the duopoly. Only then can the value attributed
by the passengers to the expected amount of time saved when using the next train in
the event of a missed connection be large enough to overcompensate for their loss of
consumer rent due to excessive pricing. Since a higher maximum potential demand
a for traveling by train from A to C decreases and a steeper slope b increases the
price elasticity of demand, the threshold increases in a and decreases in b.
Moreover, if the marginal opportunity cost of travel time or of being late increases, passengers weight the advantage of a shorter headway in the monopoly case
more heavily. The effect on the fare difference is ambiguous. However, the respective
derivatives in Proposition 3 confirm that even if the difference between monopoly
and duopoly fare rose in α and/or γ, the threshold would nevertheless decrease.
This means that the time effect is the dominant one, and ensures that the threshold
ψ̃ decreases in the marginal opportunity cost of travel time or of being late.
Figure 4 shows how large the probability of missing a connection has to be so
that condition 19 is fulfilled and on-track competition reduces welfare. To simplify,
the marginal opportunity cost of travel time is set equal to the marginal opportunity
cost of being early as well as of being late, i.e. α = β = γ, and referred to as the
marginal opportunity cost of time. c is assumed to be 0.2. Hence, we are able to see
all comparative statics results at a glance. The ratio a/b, which negatively affects
the elasticity of demand, is given on the abscissa, whereas the marginal opportunity
13
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Figure 4: Threshold of the probability of missing a connection, for on-track competition to be welfare-reducing
cost of time (α = β = γ) is given on the ordinate. One can see that the threshold is
lowest if the marginal opportunity cost of time, as well as the elasticity of demand
is high (top left in the coordinate system). In this case, passengers weight the
advantage of a shorter headway in the monopoly highly and do not suffer from
excessive monopoly fares. Thus, it requires only a relatively small probability of
missing a connection to generate higher welfare in the monopoly than in the duopoly.
In contrast, the threshold is highest if the marginal opportunity cost of time, as well
as the elasticity of demand, is low (bottom right in the coordinate system). In this
case, passengers in the monopoly do not care much about the shorter headway, but
do suffer from excessive fares. It therefore requires a relatively high probability of
missing a connection to generate higher welfare here.
Moreover, one can conclude that the lower the elasticity of demand and thus
the higher the monopolist’s mark-up, the higher would have to be the marginal
opportunity cost of time, so that in the passengers’ eyes, the higher flexibility in cases
of missed connections in the monopoly offsets the excessive fare level, i.e. welfare in
the monopoly is higher than in the duopoly, even for relatively small values of ψ.
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Conclusion

What is the effect of on-track competition in long-distance passenger rail services
on overall welfare - when connections may be missed due to delays, and passengers
are insufficiently flexible due to operator-tied ticketing? If travelers share Vickrey’s
α − β − γ−preferences for being on time and a price-sensitive demand, but differ in
the preferred arrival time, the answer is: If the probability of missing a connection
due to a delay is sufficiently high, producer as well as consumer surplus in a duopoly
is smaller than in the monopoly case. On-track competition then reduces welfare.
In any event, the ongoing liberalization of the entire transport sector, especially the market entry of long-distance coaches, and the associated more intense
intermodal competition, restrict the price-setting leeway of a railway monopolist.9
Additionally, an important share of passengers are business travelers with high opportunity costs of time, who particularly appreciate flexibility, especially if trains are
late. Thus, the probability of missing a connection does not have to be especially
high for on-track competition to be welfare-reducing, as passengers do not suffer
from excessive monopoly fares and probably highly value the greater flexibility in
cases of missed connections.
Unpunctuality harms passengers and may also induce additional opportunity
costs by, as our model shows, thwarting on-track competition. If it is not possible or economical for TOCs and infrastructure managers to reduce unpunctuality
sufficiently, as it may be the case in Germany, it is necessary to ensure that timesensitive passengers remain flexible in cases of missed connections. Then, time losses
do not offset fare reductions gained and on-track competition benefits passengers as
intended. According to the Regulation (EC) No. 1371/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2007 on rail passengers’ rights and obligations, TOCs shall offer through tickets10 , where available. However, in a duopoly
with TOCs selling through tickets, in case of a missed connection, the TOC operating the next train out, is usually not part of the initial transport contract and does
not accept the competitor’s tickets. If it is reasonable to expect the arrival at the
final destination to be delayed by more than 60 minutes, passengers can decide to
buy an additional ticket for the next train out and obtain a reimbursement for the
9

See White and Robbins (2012) on Britain, Aarhaug and Fearnley (2016) for Norway, Blayac
and Bougette (2017) on France and Augustin et al. (2014), Knorr and Lueg-Arndt (2016), Dürr
and Hüschelrath (2017) and Burgdorf and Eisenkopf (2018) on Germany.
10
Through ticket means a ticket or tickets representing a transport contract for successive railway services operated by one or several railway undertakings, Article 3 of Regulation (EC) No.
1371/2007.
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segment of the original ticket not used. In this case, high transaction costs occur
for the passenger, who has to apply for and acquire information about the exact
amount of reimbursement, as well as for the TOC, which has to (arguably strategically) calculate a price for the non-used segment of the ticket and prevent cheating
or arbitrage by passengers.
A regulation that forces TOCs to accept competitors’ tickets in cases of a missed
connection is associated with unintended incentives and high transaction costs. Distributing revenue fosters collusion and thus reduces the very price competition which
liberalization was intended to achieve. Preventing moral hazard regarding delays or
strategic fares requires complex contracts with high transaction costs. Against this
background, it is an open research question as to whether this type of regulation is
justifiable.
Last but not least, it should be noted that competition in the market for longdistance passengers can involve more than the price level and in particular, can
be organized in a different way than we assume - namely, by means of franchising. This way of organizing competition becomes particularly relevant in the context of Switzerland’s example of timetable synchronization at the national level, as
Germany probably will do. Competition for the market can also imply downward
pressure on fares as well as on costs. However, if the franchise does not cover the
whole country, connecting trains on the same route are operated in an interlaced
structure by different TOCs and delays are common, operator-tied ticketing is again
a problem. This must be considered when designing franchise agreements. In order
to reap the benefits of railway liberalization, it is necessary to have an appropriate
framework that takes into account the circumstances of the market for long-distance
passenger services, as well as the organization of the railway sector in the particular
country.
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Appendix
The demand for train 1 departing at 0 dd1 , as well as for train 2 departing at 1/2 dd2 ,
are described as
dd1 =

1
8(β +

γ)2 (−1

+ ψ)2

((2f1d − 2f2d − γ)(4a(β + γ)(−1 + ψ) + b(2f1d β + 2f2d β

+4f1d γ + βγ + (β + γ)(−2(f1d + f2d − 2α) + 3γ)ψ − 4(α + γ)(β + γ)ψ 2 ))+
(2f1d − 2f2d − β + (β + γ)ψ)(4a(β + γ)(−1 + ψ) + b(4f1d β + 2f1d γ + 2f2d γ + βγ
+(β + γ)(−4f1d + 4α + 3γ)ψ − 4(α + γ)(β + γ)ψ 2 )))
(25)
and
dd2 =

1
8(β +

γ)2 (−1

+ ψ)2

((−2f1d + 2f2d − γ)(4a(β + γ)(−1 + ψ) + b(2f1d β + 2f2d β

+4f2d γ + βγ + (β + γ)(−2(f1d + f2d − 2α) + 3γ)ψ − 4(α + γ)(β + γ)ψ 2 ))+
(−2f1d + 2f2d − β + (β + γ)ψ)(4a(β + γ)(−1 + ψ) + b(4f2d β + 2f1d γ + 2f2d γ + βγ
+(β + γ)(−4f2d + 4α + 3γ)ψ − 4(α + γ)(β + γ)ψ 2 ))).
(26)
Each duopolist j ∈ {1, 2} maximizes it’s profit Πdj = (fjd − c)ddj − ct , and the fares
f˜1d = f˜2d = f˜d in the Nash-equilibrium can be calculated, using the fact that this
game is symmetric, as
1
f˜d =
4



2a
β2
β−γ
− (2α + β + 3γ)ψ +
+β+
− Φ1
b
(1 − ψ)(β + γ)
1−ψ


+

c
2

(27)

with
p
Φ2 + Φ 3 + Φ 4 + Φ 5

2
2a
γ2
Φ2 = −ψ(2α + β + 3γ) +
−
+ β + 2c
b
(ψ − 1)(β + γ)
4a(−ψ(β + γ) + β + 4c + γ)
Φ3 = −
b
2
Φ4 = −4αβψ + 4αβψ − 4αγψ 2 + 4αγψ − 4βγψ 2 + 3βγψ + βγ − 4γ 2 ψ 2 + 3γ 2 ψ


2γ 2
Φ5 = 4c 4αψ +
+ β(ψ − 1) + 5γψ + γ .
(ψ − 1)(β + γ)
(28)
Φ1 =
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Proof of Proposition 1
Since ψ < β/(β + γ), it holds that fm < a/2b + c/2 − ψ(α + γ)/4. Additionally,
f d > 0. Therefore, it follows
fm − fd
a/2b + c/2 − ψ(α + γ)/4
<
,
ψ(α + γ)
ψ(α + γ)

(29)

which is less than 1/2 if and only if
ψ>

2(a + bc)
.
3b(α + γ)

(30)
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